LHHS Data to be gathered as part of interview and/or file review
RJP/CRR

Pre-Incident information
Examples and tips regarding:

Evaluee

Spouse

Child (18)

A

Others living in home
B
C

Household members:
Gender
Age (DOB)
Life Expectancy (LE at age?)
Marital Status
Employment Status (full or part time)
Retirement Anticipation (WLE)
ACTIVITY (per DVD HH Production)
ACTIVITY (per DVD Caring/Helping)
Driving, # cars, maintenance of?
Disabled and Unable to Work?
Limitations (specific to HH Services)
City, State, SMLA
Pets that are cared for by EE?
For Evaluee Only
Rent?
Own?
Rent or Own (mortgage)
# of steps, landings, and stories?
Size/type of home and property to be maintained?
(e.g.: one‐story bungalow)
garage, outdoor porch, shed, swimming pool, long driveway/sidewalk, etc.?
on which floor is the laundry?

Post-Incident information
Examples and tips regarding:

Evaluee

Spouse

Child (18)

A

Others living in home
B
C

Household members:
Gender
Age (DOB)
Life Expectancy (LE at age?)
Marital Status
Employment Status (full or part time)
Retirement Anticipation (WLE)
ACTIVITY (per DVD HH Production)
ACTIVITY (per DVD Caring/Helping)
Driving, # cars, maintenance of?
Disabled and Unable to Work?
Limitations (specific to HH Services)
City, State, SMLA
Pets?
For Evaluee Only
Rent?
Own?
Rent or Own (mortgage)
# of steps, landings, and stories?
Size/type of home and property to be maintained?
(e.g.: one‐story bungalow)
garage, outdoor porch, shed, swimming pool, long driveway/sidewalk, etc.?
on which floor is the laundry?

2/4/2021

Terry Leslie- Sample Report
Re:
Date of Injury:
Date of Birth:

I M. Purple
May 23, 2019
June 13, 1989

Household Services Loss Projections:
The Dollar Value of a Day, is based on statistics from the 2003-2016 time-dairy data from the
U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS), American Time Use Survey
ATUS) and a wage survey produced by the BLS.1 As a person ages the types of household
services that they perform and the amount of household services they perform change. The
Dollar Value of a Day uses wage figures which include the average earnings of individuals who
would provide various services and the legally required taxes or benefits paid to those workers.
Prior to her injuries, Ms. Purple was living on her own, in a three-bedroom apartment in
Pittsburgh, PA. She had custody of her daughters, Pink, born October 28, 2009 and Blue, born
January 18, 2012. Ms. Purple was responsible for all household services and care of her
daughters.
Post injury, Ms. Purple was no longer able to care for herself and resides in the home of her
mother. Her daughters are now living with other family members. Lilly is living with her
biological father and Bella is living with her paternal aunt. Ms. Purple has both of her daughters
on the weekends, with this arrangement being made due to her injuries. Ms. Purple has lost
100% of her ability to complete household services.
Table 135 of this publication shows that Ms. Purple would have been providing 25.92 hours of
household services per week, with a value of $13.01 per hour, $17,535 annually, until her
youngest daughter turned 13.
Table 136 shows that Ms. Purple would have been performing 22.02 hours of household services
per week at a value of $13.08 per hour, $14,972 annually, until her youngest daughter turned 18.
Table 138 shows that Ms. Purple would have been performing 15.74 hours of household services
per week at a value of $13.27 per hour, $10,861 annually to the end of her worklife expectancy.
Upon retirement, Table 163, shows that Ms. Purple would have been performing 23.23 hours of
household services per week with a value of $13.37 per hour, $16,153 annually.
The results of this study and use of these tables reflects to some degree the “healthy life
function” or Full Function Life Expectancy. Essentially, the probability of a person being
healthy enough in their later years to produce the household services they had when younger. A
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Expectancy Data, The Dollar Value of a Day: 2016 Dollar Valuation. Shawnee Mission, Kansas, 2017.

person’s ability to perform household services decreases in later years due to their physical
ability, and as a result of their desires. To take into account the “healthy life function”, it is
standard for the loss of household service calculations to stop 5 years prior to the projected age
of natural death. Based on her age at the time of her disability, Ms. Purple has a statistical life
expectancy to age 85.6.2 Her “healthy life function” would have been to the age of 80.6.
The value of household services is being provided in a linear fashion with no increases in value
due to inflation or reduction to present value based on investment return. All values have been
adjusted to Ms. Purple’ geographic area.
Prior to her disability, Ms. Purple had the capacity to perform household services valued at
$714,530. She has experienced a 100% reduction in ability to perform household services.
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1. PRE‐INCIDENT (Normative) VALUE

rjp/CRR

This scenario is used to capture the time before a life changing event (injury) occurred. It also captures the total loss in instances of death or total/permanent disability.
COMPUTING THE Normative VALUE OF HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
(subject to evolution‐‐ with ongoing experience)
Preliminary Considerations:
(Use for both the PRE and the POST scenarios.)
Keep a Master copy of each of the A, B, C, and D spreadsheets. Do not input directly into these, as math formulas are already inserted.
I use the DVD year version‐throughout‐ that is consistent with the calendar year in which the Evaluee experienced the loss.
This includes the Normative year.
For the sake of simplicity (and noted in my report), I typically use the "full‐year rule."
At times, I may also use half years as well.
The stage duration (a block of time/years) becomes illustrated for visual & mathematical accuracy, by a rectangular box on the Excel spreadsheet.
See sample.
Life Events and therefore, the amount of TABLES selected, as well as their Number, are subject to change, at least in part, between PRE & POST timeframes
In choosing between 2 or more seemingly and equally useable Tables for a period of time, I tend to use that one that is less global and more specific to known information in the case.
STEP 1: START WITH CHART A‐ "Stages…PRE‐Incident"
a Identify a Normative year as the last FULL calendar year prior to the Date of Incident. This same baseline is used in Pre and Post scenarios.
b Select a DVD version that reflects the date of loss, and then TABLES that fulfills each element of your case in that calendar year. Put that TABLE # as the first TABLE in the columns.
c Insert the DOB in the yellow spaces for Evaluee (E), Spouse (S), and Child (C)
d At the Normative year, insert the age of the Evaluee, Spouse, and Child. (The child is through to year of 18th b'day)
e Insert the age of the EE and Spouse for each year, through to their respective life expectancies; the age of the Child to year of 18th b'day.
When the EE has a Spouse whose LE is less than their own, I STOP the calendar years and math compilation at the end of the spouse's death.
The Excel Spreadsheet may be expanded (LENGTH OR WIDTH) if more lines/years are needed.
f Insert life events into the corresponding year in which they are projected to occur.
(Most notably, birthdays, the year following child at 18, and respective WLE's.)
g TABLE SELECTIONS: The descriptor of the Normative year may last only one year, or may extend over several more years. Thereafter, chose TABLEs that progressively show the
EE moving from one stage in life to another, per the descriptive of each TABLE chosen. Put the number of that TABLE in the yellow boxes, starting with the 2nd one.
As you change TABLE, put the "reason" for the change into the left‐most column, and aligned with its corresponding year
h Align 1 or more years that correspond with each TABLE Descriptor. I use a "block" to show which years those are.
i Identify the Area Wage Adjustment Percentage at the bottom of the spreadsheet (from pages 425… in the 2019 DVE)
STEP 2: MOVE TO CHART B‐ "DVE Worksheet‐ PRE"
a Copy the TABLE Numbers from Chart A to Chart B, into 2 places: at the top (yellow) and below where the full descriptor will be written out in a space that is highlighted in yellow.
b Assuming that your Evaluee performs the AVERAGE number of work hours in the descriptor of each activity , and that you have not personalized that value further to YOUR CASE,
copy the "Column 3" values (DV of the Day) directly to this spreadsheet B, aligning with the 12 items as enumerated. (The cumulative math will tabulate for you.)
c When the Evaluee performs more or less of the average number of work hours in the descriptor, you will ultimately be changing the DVD line item amount to reflect this. To show
that this is happening‐ whether on one line or more, substitute its TABLE column by adding a * to its original number. Example: TABLE 274 has been morphed now
into *TABLE 274.
"*TABLE 274" is also substituted to the yellow descriptors at the bottom of the page, with the adjective "adjusted."
"*TABLE 274* also replaces TABLE 274 on Chart A. What you did creates the adjustments to be explained in your report.
TABLE totals will self populate.
STEP 3: MOVE BACK TO CHART A' "Stages…PRE"
a Transpose the (mauve color) yearly dollar values from Chart B to Chart A, to reflect its association to the year(s) that it describes.
b The same dollar figure needs to be repeated vertically within each "block."
The spreadsheet self populates to give a value of HH Services, as performed on a Pre‐Incident basis
This may be used as a stand‐alone assessment, or as a Part 1 baseline to compare against it in cases of partial disability (Charts C & D) after an Incident.

2. POST‐INCIDENT (Adjusted) VALUE

rjp/CRR

This scenario is compiled after Charts A & B have already been completed; it applies when a partial disability continues after a life changing event.
COMPUTING THE ADJUSTED (POST) STAGED VALUE OF HOUSEHOLD SERVICES
(subject to evolution‐‐ with ongoing experience)
Preliminary Considerations:

Refer to the same as used in the Pre‐Incident scenarios

STEP 1: START WITH CHART C‐ "Stages…POST‐Incident"
a Some of the preliminary information from Chart A is now copied to Chart C:
The Normative year TABLE #, its same $ value for 1 year only, & the Area Wage Adjustment %.
Duplicate the years and ages columns the Chart A to C, but without the TABLE numbers, their blocks, and their values.
The LE year of the EE may/not change, and the WLE may change for either the Evaluee or Spouse. Hence, start fresh with "blocks."
At this point, except for the Normative (pre‐incident) year, zero $ values should be at the bottom of all "Table" columns.
One Life Cycle Event to add is the identification of the date/year of impairment commencement immediately after the Normative year.
b Select a TABLE that fulfills each element of your case in the year of Incident. Put that TABLE # as the second TABLE in the columns.
c Once again, select TABLEs that correspond to altered life events into the corresponding year in which they are projected to occur.
For example, WLE might be different, Total Disability may be occurring, spouse may work full rather than part time, etc.
Choose TABLEs that progressively show the
EE moving from one stage in life to another, per the descriptive of each TABLE chosen. Put the number of that TABLE in the yellow boxes, starting with the 3rd one.
As you change TABLE, put the "reason" for the change into the left‐most column, and aligned with its corresponding year
d Align 1 or more years that correspond with each TABLE Descriptor. Use a "block" to show which years those are.
STEP 2: MOVE TO CHART D‐ "DVD Workseet‐ POST"
a Copy the TABLE Numbers from Chart C to Chart D, into 2 places: at the top (yellow) and below where the full descriptor will also be written out in a space that
is also highlighted in yellow.
b Assuming that your Evaluee performs the AVERAGE number of work hours in the descriptor of each activity , and that you have not personalized that value further to YOUR CASE,
copy the "Column 3" values (DV of the Day) directly to this spreadsheet D, aligning with the 12 items as enumerated.
(The cumulative math with tabulate for you.)
c When the Evaluee performs more or less of the average number of work hours in the descriptor, you will ultimately be changing the DVD line item amounts to reflect this.
To indicate that this is happening‐ whether on one line or more, substitute its TABLE column by adding a * to its original number.
Example: TABLE 132 has been morphed now into *TABLE 132.
"*TABLE 132" is also substituted BOTH to the yellow descriptors at the bottom of the page, with the adjective "adjusted," as well as on Table 132 on Chart C.
TABLE totals will self populate.
STEP 3: MOVE BACK TO CHART C‐ "Stages…POST"
a
Transpose the (mauve color) yearly dollar values from Chart D to Chart C, to reflect its association to the year(s) that it describes.
b
The same dollar figure needs to be repeated vertically within each "block"
The spreadsheet self populates to arrive at a value of Household Services, as performed on a Post‐Incident basis

The difference of bottom line values between Chart A and Chart C identifies
the monetary and partial Loss of Household Services value based on factual data and objective math.

Name of Evaluee:

Composed by:

CASE STUDY

A. Stages**of Household Services for PRE‐Incident Baseline
Evaluee Spouse

Child

D.O.B.:
Use JAN 1 for yr. dates
Life Cycle Events:
Full Normative year****

spousal demise *****

Date:

DVD Version (year):

2019

Dollar values, as copied from

age:

age:

age:

Table #

Table #

Table #

Table #

Table #

Table #

Table #

Table #

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

year:
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
*****
Table Subtotals:

Pre‐adjusted Value of Household Service:
***Area Wage Adjustment Percentage:
** Each stage is captured by way of the description of a Table that you select.
*** Table 414 in the 2019 version.
**** This is the most recent full calendar year before the year of Incident.
*****Although/if spouse pre‐deceases the Evaluee, all values end as of that year, as LHHS measures "work done for others"

$0

$0

=Pre‐Incident Value

Name of Evaluee:

Date:

CASE STUDY

DVD version (year):

2019

B. DVD Worksheet, PRE‐incident Baseline HHS value
TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

Inside Housework
Food Cooking & Clean‐up
Pets, Home & Vehicles
Household Management
Shopping
Obtaining Services
Travel for Household Activity
Household Children
Household Adults
Non‐Household Members
Travel for Household Members
Travel for Non‐Household Members

Total dollar value of each DAY:

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

(multiplied by 365 days:)

Total dollar value of each YEAR:

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Table Number: Description Name:

The total number of Tables used depends on your specific case.

Notes:
Not All 12 Activity Categories are to be used, unless all 12 apply. Clinical Judgment weighs in here.
Any of the 12 activities may be adjusted. The DVD gives the average, not your Evaluee's performance.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

After completion, return to Chart A to insert yearly value (purple) into the associated blocks in their column

Name of Evaluee:

Composed by:

CASE STUDY

C. Stages**of Household Services for POST‐Incident Baseline
Evaluee Spouse

Child

D.O.B.:
Use JAN 1 for yr. dates
Life Cycle Events:
Full Normative year****

spousal demise *****

Date:

DVD Version (year):

2019

Dollar values, as copied from

age:

age:

age:

Table # 11

Table 45

$0

$0

Table # 111 Table # 210 Table # 214 Table # 287 Table # 313

Table #

year:
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
*****
Table Subtotals:

$0

$0

Pre‐adjusted Value of Household Service:
***Area Wage Adjustment Percentage:
** Each stage is captured by way of the description of a Table that you select.
*** Table 414 in the 2019 version.
**** This is the most recent full calendar year before the year of Incident.
*****Although/if spouse pre‐deceases the Evaluee, all values end as of that year, as LHHS measures "work done for others"

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

=Post‐Incident Value

Name of Evaluee:

Date:

CASE STUDY

DVD version (year):

2019

D. DVD Worksheet POST‐Incident Adjustment of 12 items
apply/adjust & insert $DVD values from:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

TABLE #

Inside Housework
Food Cooking & Clean‐up
Pets, Home & Vehicles
Household Management
Shopping
Obtaining Services
Travel for Household Activity
Household Children
Household Adults
Non‐Household Members
Travel for Household Members
Travel for Non‐Household Members

Total dollar value of each DAY:

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

(multiplied by 365 days:)

Total dollar value of each YEAR:

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Table Number: Description Name:

The number of Tables used depends on your specific case.

Notes:
Not All 12 Activity Categories are to be used, unless all 12 apply. Clinical Judgment weighs in here.

